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Abstract. We quantitatively investigated the measurement sensitivity of spatially resolved spectroscopy (SRS) across six tissue models: cerebral tissue, a small animal brain, the forehead of a fetus, an adult brain, forearm muscle, and thigh muscle. The optical path length in the voxel of the model was analyzed using Monte Carlo simulations. It was found that the measurement sensitivity can be represented as the product of the change in the absorption coefficient and the difference in optical path length in two states with different source–detector distances. The results clarified the sensitivity ratio between the surface layer and the deep layer at each source–detector distance for each model and identified changes in the deep measurement area when one of the detectors was close to the light source. A comparison was made with the results from continuous-wave spectroscopy. The study also identified measurement challenges that arise when the surface layer is inhomogeneous. Findings on the measurement sensitivity of SRS at each voxel and in each layer can support the correct interpretation of measured values when near-infrared oximetry or functional near-infrared spectroscopy is used to investigate different tissue structures.
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1 Introduction

Tissue oximetry using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is used in a range of fields, including brain research, sports medicine, surgery, and obstetrics. Implantable devices and devices mounted on the finger of the investigator have been developed and the range of tissue types that can be examined has widened. NIRS instruments apply four basic techniques: time-resolved spectroscopy (TRS), spatially resolved spectroscopy (SRS), frequency-domain spectroscopy (FDS), and continuous-wave spectroscopy (CWS). TRS, FDS, and CWS record changes in light intensity at a single point, whereas SRS is a multipoint approach. CWS, which uses an adaptation of the Beer–Lambert law, is the simplest to apply and the most widely used. Recent TRS using data processing methods and high-performance FDS have been developed to measure scattering and absorption coefficients, but these systems have not been widely introduced to clinical tests because it is a complex and expensive system. Both SRS and CWS are simple and low-cost approaches to light radiation and detection and benefit from a high signal-to-noise ratio. SRS is used to measure the absolute values of hemoglobin concentration, and its measurement sensitivity can be suppressed when examining superficial tissue. This is because analysis is based on the difference in intensity at two points. A number of previous studies have addressed the spatial sensitivity distribution of CWS and diffuse optical tomography (DOT). Dehghani et al. and Saikia and Kanhirodan analyzed the influence of source–detector separation and depth-related sensitivity for reconstruction of DOT. However, as its voxel-based sensitivity for SRS oximetry has not yet been quantified, there is a need for further investigation of the roles played by source–detector separation and by the various layered structures of the target tissue. In the current study, we examined the SRS sensitivity in the source–detector axis direction and depth direction and compared the difference in measurement sensitivity of SRS and CWS at each voxel and layer.

2 Methods

On the basis of radiative transfer theory, we performed a Monte Carlo analysis of the six tissue types shown in Fig. 1. For the directly contacted cerebral tissue and the small animal brain, a source–detector separation of up to 20 mm was used. This was increased to 40 mm when tested on the fetus, adult head, and limb muscles, mimicking the separation used by commercially available instruments or reported by research studies. Figure 1 shows the six model tissues used in the Monte Carlo analysis: (1) cerebral tissue contacted directly by an optical probe, (2) a small animal brain accessed via the scalp, (3) the forehead of a fetus, (4) an adult brain, (5) forearm muscle, and (6) thigh muscle. The optical properties shown in Table 1 and used in the simulations were based on previous literature. To allow the simulation results to be applied to NIRS data interpretation, the models were divided into a surface part and a deep part. Figure 1 shows a surface to deep combination of gray matter and white matter. Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) show the scalp plus gray matter and white matter, and Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) show skin and muscle. The thickness of the surface component was set to 1.5 mm to represent the scalp and skin thickness of 1 to 2 mm. The sensitivity of CWS is known to be determined by the mean optical path length L. The relationship between path length and SRS sensitivity is as follows. I_{L} is the light intensity detected over a longer distance ρ_{L} from the light source, and I_{B} is the intensity detected over a longer distance ρ_{B}. As the spatial intensity slope S is the difference in light intensity per unit length, S is defined as ln(I_{L}/I_{B}). The change in S given a change in the absorption coefficient μ_{A} is then defined as the measurement sensitivity of SRS. The values of S are taken from optical measurements, and the unknown absorption coefficients are derived from the values of S and the theoretical curves.

In Eq. (1), suffixes 1 and 2 denote values before and after the small change in absorption, respectively. The ΔS associated...
with a change in optical density $\Delta OD$ and the mean path lengths $L_A$ and $L_B$ is then derived as follows:

$$\Delta S = \ln(L_{2A}/L_{1B}) - \ln(L_{1A}/L_{1B}) = \Delta OD_A + \Delta OD_B = \Delta \mu_a (L_A - L_B).$$

In CWS, sensitivity is usually based on the mean path length, whereas in SRS the sensitivity is also influenced by the difference between $L_A$ and $L_B$. On the basis of this relationship, the sensitivity of SRS for a small voxel at point $(x, y, z)$ is given by

$$\Delta S_{x,y,z} = \Delta \mu_a (x, y, z) = \Delta \mu_a (L_x - L_A).$$

By preliminary analysis to investigate the slope change due to an increase in the whole $\mu_a$ or the voxel $\mu_a$ by 1%, it was verified that Eqs. (1) and (2) held when $\Delta \mu_a$ was small and the relationship between $S$ and $\mu_a$ could be regarded as linear. The sensitivity for each layer is derived by integrating the voxel values in the same layer. The SRS sensitivity for the surface and deep layers is derived as follows:

$$\Delta S_{\text{surface}} = \Delta \mu_a (L_B - L_A).$$

$$\Delta S_{\text{deep}} = \Delta \mu_a (L_B - L_A).$$

For example, $L_A$ denotes the intensity-weighted average path length through the surface layer that the light detected at a position $A$ has traversed. To clarify the influence of the change of $S$ on the oximetry, the absorption coefficient is calculated by the commonly used equation as follows:

$$\mu_a \approx \frac{1}{3} \mu_a \left(\frac{S}{\rho_B - \rho_A} + \frac{2}{\lambda_B^2 \mu_a} \right).$$

The concentrations of oxyhemoglobin $[O_2Hb]$, deoxyhemoglobin $[HHb]$, and tissue oxygen saturation $StO_2$ are obtained by

$$[O_2Hb] = \frac{\epsilon_{O_2Hb}^{\lambda_1} \mu_a^{\lambda_1} - \epsilon_{O_2Hb}^{\lambda_2} \mu_a^{\lambda_2}}{\epsilon_{O_2Hb}^{\lambda_1} \mu_a^{\lambda_1} - \epsilon_{O_2Hb}^{\lambda_2} \mu_a^{\lambda_2}}.$$

$$[HHb] = \frac{\epsilon_{HHb}^{\lambda_1} \mu_a^{\lambda_1} - \epsilon_{HHb}^{\lambda_2} \mu_a^{\lambda_2}}{\epsilon_{HHb}^{\lambda_1} \mu_a^{\lambda_1} - \epsilon_{HHb}^{\lambda_2} \mu_a^{\lambda_2}}.$$

$$StO_2 = \frac{[O_2Hb]}{[O_2Hb] + [HHb]}.$$
$\rho_A = 30 \text{ mm}, \rho_B = 35 \text{ mm}$. The voxel was 0.5 mm on each side. The values of 10 voxels near the center ($-2.5 < y < 2.5$) were summed to clarify the trend. The red/yellow/green plots represent positive changes in spatial slope for a 10% increase in absorption, and the blue/cyan plots represent negative changes.

In both Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the sensitivity of the surface layer was negative close to detector A and positive close to detector B. When blood is in the negative sensitivity area, an incorrect reverse tendency will be mixed into the calculation results of the oxygen saturation and blood volume. At a $\rho_A$ of 30 mm, a strong positive sensitivity was noted within a narrow range in the deep layer, but a small negative sensitivity appeared at the side near the light source. Figure 3 shows the oxygen saturation due to the change in the relative position between the optical probe and the 30%-StO2 region. When light was detected in a pair of 7 to 35 mm, StO2 decreased by 4.5% with the approach of the low oxygen tissue. When a pair of 30 to 35 mm was used, it decreased by 8%, but StO2 at $x = -5 \text{ mm}$ increased by 1% despite low oxygenation. These results suggest the following: (1) when the surface layer is heterogeneous, as is the case for veins, wounds, or inflammation, the effect on the measured value is large and can be positive or negative. (2) When both detectors A and B are distant from the light source, many sites have negative sensitivity, but information can be obtained from a narrow region of the deep layer. (3) When the gap between $\rho_A$ and $\rho_B$ is sufficiently long, average information can be obtained across a wide area of the deep tissue.

Figure 4 shows the measurement sensitivity of each layer from every model for both CWS and SRS. Because SRS makes use of two distances, the SRS results are plotted on the horizontal axis using $\rho_B$. The color coding corresponds to

---

**Fig. 3** Changes in tissue oxygen saturation StO2 due to position of low oxygen tissue in the source–detector axis direction.

---

**Fig. 4** Measurement sensitivity of SRS and CWS for each model, each layer, and each detector pair. Symbols (a)–(f) correspond to Fig. 3. Detector pair of (b) is the same as (a), and pairs of (d)–(f) are shown in (c).
the color given to each layer in Fig. 1. In all the models, the CWS sensitivity for both layers and the SRS sensitivity for the deep layer increased as the source–detector distance ρ increased, whereas the SRS sensitivity in the surface layer decreased. The cancelation produced by the positive and negative sensitivities reduced the sensitivity in the surface layer. In direct contact cerebral measurement [Fig. 4(d)], the region of interest is often the surface layer. When ρ < 15 mm, the sensitivity of both SRS and CWS in the surface layer was greater. As shown in Figs. 6(b), 10, hemodynamics in the surface layer may affect the measured values. In the case of the small animal model [Fig. 6(e)], deep sensitivity was dominant, especially when using SRS. This suggests that (i) cerebral tissue can be sufficiently measured only after shaving and (ii) craniotomy is not necessary. In the fetus or neonate model brain [Fig. 6(f)], SRS measurement with the detector pair at 4 to 6 mm showed almost the same sensitivity in the surface and deep layers. Even when a probe with a ρ of <10 mm was used, sensitivity in the deep layer remained relatively strong. In the model of the adult brain [Fig. 6(g)], it was necessary to set ρb to 28 mm or more. The muscle measurement model used both thin [Fig. 6(h)] and thick [Fig. 6(i)] fat layers. The influence of skin was very slight when ρb > 20 mm. It was demonstrated that, across a wide range of conditions, the influence of the surface layer could be canceled when SRS measurement was used as long as the layer was homogeneous. To cancel the changes in the surface tissue, it is necessary to avoid applying force only near the detectors and to avoid contact with heterogeneous parts such as the subcutaneous veins. By comparing the SRS sensitivity reported in this study with the CWS sensitivity reported in earlier studies, ways of suppressing or extracting the influence of the surface layer may be suggested.

4 Conclusions

The analysis results of the sensitivity of the voxel sensitivity and the influence of the low- SiO2 tissue position quantitatively showed one of the factors of false negative and false positive signals on NIRS that was discussed in the previous study. By modeling actual measurements, we also compared the difference in sensitivity of each voxel and in each layer of SRS and CWS quantitatively. Measurement points and the ratio between the deep layer and the surface layer in measurement were clarified. Our findings on the measurement sensitivity of SRS at each voxel or layer can be used for hemodynamic interpretation of the measured values from different tissues.
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